How do experts view the global power shift in which the U.S. economy is struggling and China appears to be recovering? Insider views of the changing, dynamic relationship between the United States and China will be presented in a two-part format.

7:00 p.m. Live webcast from Washington, DC, featuring Kurt M. Campbell

Issues in U.S.-China Relations

Kurt M. Campbell, Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, is the featured webcast speaker with moderator, Stephen A. Orlins, President, National Committee on U.S-China Relations. Questions from the local audience can be sent via e-mail to the headquarters.

7:45 p.m. Reception with Chinese snacks

8:00 p.m. Guest Speaker Daniel B. Wright

Building Bridges Between the U.S. and China—the Great Challenge and Opportunity of the 21st Century

Daniel B. Wright is Senior Vice President of Albright Stonebridge International in Washington, DC. Wright’s 25 years of China experience—including eight in China—have focused on building bridges between people, resources and public policy. Before joining Stonebridge, Wright was Managing Director for China and the Strategic Economic Dialogue serving as strategic counsel to the Secretary of the Treasury Henry M. Paulson, Jr.

CHINA Town Hall webcast and lecture are FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

Questions & Information

Harriet Swedlund,
Executive Director
South Dakota Council on World Affairs
(605) 688-5416
or Harriet.Swedlund@sdstate.edu

CHINA Town Hall is a national day of programming on China involving forty cities throughout the United States.